ABSTRACT
Although the Albanian and English languages both belong to the Indo-European family of languages, they are obviously different in terms of their morphological structure, word-formation system, especially in the type of prefixation, which is the focus of our study. Allomorphs, which can be found in both languages, are widely known as specific types of morphemes which are either morphologically or phonologically conditioned. Thus, the English prefix in- has allomorphs such as im-, ir-, il depending on the first sound of the base to which the prefix is added. If the first sound is p, b, m, the realization is im as in words like improper, imperfect, imbalance etc., but ir- with the sound /r/ as in irregular, and il- with the sound /l/ as in illegible. This paper aims at comparing the paradigmatic group of formations with prefixes il, ir, im, in both English and Albanian. The study analyses the linguistic, morphological and semantic features they share and those that make them different by comparing and illustrating. The study is based on a practical lexical glossary.
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RESUMEN
Aunque las lenguas albanesa e inglesa pertenecen a la familia de lenguas indoeuropeas, son obviamente diferentes en cuanto a su estructura morfológica, sistema de formación de palabras, especialmente en el tipo de prefijación, que es el foco de nuestro estudio. Los alomorfos, que se encuentran en ambas lenguas, son ampliamente conocidos como tipos específicos de morfemas que están condicionados morfológica o fonológicamente. Así, el prefijo inglés in- tiene alomorfos como im-, ir-, il dependiendo del primer sonido de la base a la que se añade el prefijo. Si el primer sonido es p, b, m, la realización es im como en palabras como impropio, imperfecto, desequilibrio, etc., pero ir- con el sonido /r/ como en irregular, e il- con el sonido /l/ como en ilegible. El objetivo de este trabajo es comparar el grupo paradigmático de formaciones con prefijos il, ir, im, tanto en inglés como en albanés. El estudio analiza los rasgos lingüísticos, morfológicos y semánticos que comparten y los que los diferencian comparándolos e ilustrándolos. El estudio se basa en un glosario léxico práctico.

Palabras clave: formación de palabras, alomorfos, prefijación, rasgos semánticos, comparación.
1 INTRODUCTION

Interest in wordformation processes is probably as old as interest in language itself. Many of the questions that scholars are asking nowadays were also being asked in the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. (Bauer,1983). Thus, the study of affixation and especially prefixation is of great interest to the linguists as it affects the vocabulary enhancement in all methods it is presented.

This paper aims to study the processes of prefixation, as a very important derivation sub type used in the English language system by providing an overview of the English prefixes, their most important features and classifications. Basically, the study treats English Allomorphs il, ir, im, in and their Albanian equivalence as part of crucial prefixation issues in the Albanian and English language by comparing and contrasting in both languages.

In order to understand the meaning of the term ‘allomorph’, we should take into consideration the internal structure of the word, that is the ‘morpheme’, that is the smallest meaningful unit in a language. The morphemes are divided into free morphemes, which are independent and can stand alone and/or within a word and bound ones, which can not stand alone and consequently always occur in combination with basic forms. The adding of these bound morphemes to the basic forms is called affixation. As a rule, prefixes are bound morphemes which precede the base or the free morphemes. Prefixation is a special affixation formation sub-type among suffixation and prefixo-suffixation. In Albanian language it is an important derivation sub-type, but not as suffixation. The prefixes of the English language are classifying; In most cases there is no change of the word class involved. (Kortmann 1999). As for their meaning and function, linguists notice that there are living prefixes, productive prefixes and fossilised ones in certain words.

It is difficult to define the exact number of prefixes in English language, though there are more prefixes than suffixes. OED registers 167 prefixes, but according to Marchand (1969) there are 65 such.

1.1 DEFINITION OF ALLOMORPHS

Thus, the combining form allo- from Greek allos ‘other’ is used in linguistic terminology to denote elements of a group whose members together constitute a structural unit of the language (allophones, allomorphs). An allomorph is defined as a variant phonetic form of a morpheme, or, a unit of meaning that varies in sound and spelling without changing the meaning. Different phonetic representations of the same morpheme are known as allomorphs of that morpheme. If a certain morph is a member of another morpheme, then it becomes allomorph of that morpheme. Thus, the term allomorph explains the comprehension of phonological variations for specific morphemes. Allomorphs as such do not occur at random, but they are variant forms of a certain morpheme either are phonetically or grammatically conditioned and thus predictable.
In order to investigate the linguistic features of the negative allomorphs *im-* *in-* *il-* *ir-* we need to rely on the viewpoints of phonology, as what lies in the center of language study is phonetics and phonology. (Tazaki, 1993). Phonological analysis of the negative prefixes in question is inevitable for us to recognize the distinctive features. According to Selkirk, English affixes have long been analyzed with respect to their phonological properties. (1982). Certain phonological features of the above mentioned allomorphs are explained from a viewpoint of assimilation process and stress shift.

In phonology the assimilation process is a phonological change caused by a following consonant. As far as prefixation is concerned, the rule is that the final sound of a prefix becomes more like the first sound of a root, if the articulation of the two sounds is quite close. (Chomsky and Halle, 1968).

Prefix *in-* has its three allomorphs as this prefix assimilates to /im/ before bilabials /p/, /b/ and /m/, to /il/ before alveolar /l/, and to /ir/ before alveolar /r/, and these are reflected in the spellings *im-* *il-* and *ir-* respectively. Thus, it is obvious that the choice between *in-*, *im-*, *il-*, *ir-* is phonologically conditioned to the features of the word these morphemes attach to. There are some examples below to illustrate:

1. Bilabial Stop /p/, /b/

   /p/ *in-* + perfect /possible → imperfect / impossible, *in-* + polite → impolite

   /b/ *in-* + balance → imbalance, *in-* + becile → imbecile

2. Bilabial Nasal /m/

   *in-* + mature → *immature, *in-* + mortal → *immortal

3. Alveolar Lateral Liquid /l/

   *in-* + legal → *illega, *in-* + legible → *illegible, *in-* + licit → *illicit

4. Alveolar Retroflex Liquid /r/

   *in-* + rational → *irrational, *in-* + relevant → *irrelevant

1.2 THE PHONOLOGICAL ASSIMILATION PROCESS OF PREFIX *IN-*

Concerning assimilation processes and allomorphs, prefix *in-* shows quite a conspicuous tendency for assimilation according to Lieber. (Lieber, 2010) Phonologists assume that native speakers of a language have a single basic mental representation for each morpheme. Regular allomorphs are derived from the underlying representation using phonological rules. (Lieber, 2010: 159)

According to the online etymology dictionary, the negative prefix *In-* is the word-forming element meaning "not, opposite of, without" (also *im-*, *il-*, *ir-* by assimilation of *n-* with following consonant, a tendency which began in later Latin), and originally it comes from Latin *in-* "not," cognate with Greek an-, Old English un-.

The negative prefix *in-* is pronounced /in/ both before alveolar-initial bases such as *decent* and before vowel-initial bases *alienable*, whereas the other allomorphs are only pronounced before certain consonant-initial bases as explained above.

https://www.etymonline.com/word/in-
According to Lieber a nasal consonant assimilates to the point of articulation of a following consonant, and to the point and manner of articulation of the consonant if it is a liquid. (Lieber, 2010: 160)

In addition, the prepositional prefix in- meaning ‘in’ or ‘into’ also gives rise to assimilation as in *illumine* (*ndrico*j) or *immerse* (*perfshihem*) because of the same phonological environment as the negative in-. In other words, all cases of in- prefixes assimilate to the first consonant of roots under the phonological environment for assimilation. As a result, the following assimilation rule will apply, if the assimilation process applies with every in- words, as:

\[
\text{in- (meaning both ‘not’ and ‘in’ or ‘into’) } + \text{ word } \rightarrow \text{ derived word}
\]

However, the phonological rule of assimilation mentioned above does not always apply. So, the prefixes do not always assimilate to the following first sound of roots if the roots are of native origin. For example, in the following words the rule of assimilation does not apply:

- inroad
- inlet
- inmate
- inboard
- inborn
- inbound
- inbreed
- inlay
- inland
- input.

As we can see, the prepositional prefix in-, does not assimilate to the roots of native origin. The following derivational process is therefore responsible for tracing the words above:

Prefix **in-** (meaning ‘in’ or ‘into’) + word (of native origin) \(\rightarrow\) derived word;

Eg: Prefix **In-** (meaning into + board (word of native origin, Old English) = **inboard**

Prefix **In-** (meaning into + land (word of native origin, OE) = **inland**

Prefix **In-** (meaning into + born (word of native origin, OE) = **inborn** etc..

Thus, it is obvious that in most cases, the occurrence of assimilation with prepositional in- is restricted to the type of prefixation to roots of Latin or French origin. As far as the negative in- is concerned, it assimilates even to roots of English origin. As a result, linguists believe that the negative in- is not productive any more, and that it is rare for a prefix to be attached to English words in order to create new words. (Quirk, et al. 1972)

---
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1.3 THE EQUIVALENCE OF IN-, IM-, IL-, IR- IN ALBANIAN LANGUAGE

Although the Albanian and English languages both belong to the Indo-European family of languages, they are obviously different in terms of their morphological structure, word-formation system, especially in the type of prefixation, which is the focus of our study.

The Albanian language as an open language has accepted in its lexicon many foreign words from different languages. In the context of borrowings/loanwords, the fact of penetration of a large number of foreign prefixes should also be emphasized. The Albanian linguist Podgorica collected and analyzed about 77 borrowed prefixes, although some of them are very difficult to distinguish without first knowing how these words were initially formed in the foreign language.⁴

In addition, another Albanian well-known linguist Çeliku in his grammar book "Practical grammar of Albanian language" lists a group of borrowed prefixes, which are sometimes replaced by other Albanian prefixes; such as: a-, an-, i-, anti-, de-, dez-, dis-, pro-, in-, pan-, inter-, auto-, super-, poli-nti-, de-, dez-, dis-, pro-, in-, pan-, inter- auto-, super-, poli-.⁵

In terms of linguistic system of borrowings/loanwords, the Albanian language has many cases when it preserves its formative element which acts as a synonym with the borrowed affix. The word is borrowed as a whole and it is used as such replacing a pre-existing word. This occurrence in the English language does not usually prevail.

Thus, from the English language it is not borrowed just the prefix in- as we can see below but the whole word along with it. Besides, there is another Albanian word respectively as a synonym:

illegal - ilegal; joligjor
illegitimate – ilegjiitm, i parregullt
irrational – iracional, jo racional, i pa arsyseshem
informal – informal, jo zyrtar
inorganic- inorganik, jo organik
intolerant – intolerant; jotolerant

Another characteristic of Albanian prefixes is their influence on each-other, sometimes by substituting each-other when occurs that a borrowed prefix substitutes a native one with the same meaning. In English this occurrence is not evident.

For instance, the adjective irrational in Albanian is translated iracional (preserving the borrowed negative prefix in- from English along with whole word). Besides, the adjective irrational is also translated by using the Albanian prefix jo and pa pa. When translated by means of Albanian prefix jo, the word rational is also preserved from English. In the other case, when translated by means of the Albanian prefix pa, it is translated in Albanian as a whole, prefix along with the word.

(1) irrational – iracional, jo racional, i pa arsyeshm
(2) irrational – jo racional
(3) irrational – i pa arsyeshm

Morphologically, the placement of an affix in English has a lot to do with its etymology, while in Albanian an affix tends to be prefixed to local roots as often as possible, although there are cases when they are prefixed to words by which they enter the language.

1.3.1 List of negative prefixed words in English and Albanian language

**Il-** [iI] before l – il; allomorph of Prefix In-

**illegal** [iI’legəl] adj. illegal. I paligjshem; i kundërligjshem.;
**illegality** [iI’legəliti] n. Paligjshmër; i kundërligjshmër.;
**illiterate** [iI’literət] adj. n. Analfabët. ♦ I paditur; injorant; i pashkolluar.
**illiterateness** [iI’literətənis] n. Analfabetizhm.
**illogical** [iI’lodzikəl] adj. Palogjikë; i palogjikshem.
**illogicality** [iI’lodzikələti] n. Palogjishmër; mungëse logjike.
**illusionless** [iI’lu:zənlis] adj. I pailuzion.
**illegibility** [iI’lejəbiləti] n. Palexueshmër; të qëndr i palexueshm.
**illegible** [iI’legəbl] adj. I palexueshm; i padeshifrueshm.
**illegitimacy** [iI’litəməsi] n. Paligjshmër; jashëligjshmër.
**illegitimate** [iI’litəmit] adj. I paligjshem; i pashkolluar; i paautorizuar.
**illegitimise** [iI’litəmiζ] v. Nxjerr jashtë ligjit; shpall të jashtëligjshem.
**illiberal** [iI’libərəl] adj. Mendjengushtë; zemërngushtë; shpirtvogël. ♦ I pashkolluar; i paedukuar;
**illiberality** [iI’libərəlti] n. Mendjengushtës; zemërngushtës. ♦ Mosmirësjellje; mungëse edukate

**Im-** [iM] before b, m, p – im; allomorph of Prefix In-

**imbalance** [iMˈbæləns] n. Zhbalancim; çekuilibrëm.
**immaculacy** [iMˈmekjuləsi] n. Papërlyeshmër; panjollës.
**immaculate** [iMˈmekjulət] adj. ♦ I papërlër; i panjollë.
**immaterial** [iMˈmiˈtiəriəl] adj. ♦ I palëndet; jolëndër.
**immaterialisation** [iMˈmiˌtiəriəlaiˈzeiʃən] n. Çmaterializim.
**immaterialise** [iMˈmiˌtiəriəlaiz] v. Çmaterializoj.
**immaterialism** [iMˈmiˌtiəriəlizəm] n. Immaterializëm.
**immaterialist** [iMˈmiˌtiəriəlist] n. Jomaterialist; imaterialist.
**immaturity** [iMˈmiˈtiəriət] n. Palendetë. ♦ Mungëse lidhhej
**immature** [iMˈmiˈtjuər] adj. ♦ (Fryt) i papjekur; i paarrirë; i pabërë.
**immaturity** [iMˈmiˌtiəriətəri] n. I paapjekur.
**immecidal** [iMˈmedikəbl] adj. I pamjekuëshem; i pashërueshm.
**immemorial** [iMˈmiəriələriəl] adj. I lësh; shumë i vjetër; që s’mbahet mend.
**Immense** [iMˈmens] adj. i pamashë; i paanë; i paufund; i stërmdh; shumë i madh.
inapplicability: adj. 1. Papërzheshmëri.
inapplicable: [im'æplikəbl] adj kim I papërzheshmëm.
inappositeness: [in'æp∂zitnis] n. 1. Ngujim; bllökím;
inapplicable: [im'æplikəbl] n. Ngujtës; palëvizhmëri.
inappositeness: [in'æp∂zitnis] adj I ngulët; i palëvizhmë; 
immobility: [im'mobiliti] n Ngjutës; palëvizhmëri.
immobility: [im'mobiliti] adj I ngulët; i palëvizhmë; 
immobility: [im'mobiliti] n Ngultës; palëvizhmëri.
immobility: [im'mobiliti] adj I ngulët; i palëvizhmë; 
immobility: [im'mobiliti] n Ngjutës; palëvizhmëri.
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pamâsë; i tepruar; i papërmbjurtur.
immodest: [im'mədəst] adj 1. Patër; i patërphëm; i pacipë; 1 Mendjemadh. 1 I pahjshëm. 
immoral: [im'mərləl] adj 1. Pandërshëm; i pandjëshëm; imoral 
immortality: [im'mərəltiy] n. 1. Pamjatë; i palejër; i mëvëshët; i pandjëshëm 
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pamâsë; i tepruar; i papërmbjurtur.
immoderately: [im'modərətli] adv I pamâsë; i tepruar; i papërmbjurtur.
immodestly: [im'mədəstli] adv I patër; i patërphëm; i pacipë; 1 Mendjemadhësi. 
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pandërshëm; i pandjëshëm; imoral 
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pandërshëm; i pandjëshëm; imoral 
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pandërshëm; i pandjëshëm; imoral 
immoderate: [im'modərət] adj I pandërshëm; i pandjëshëm; imoral
2 METHODS AND DISCUSSIONS

This is a comparative study based on a well-chosen linguistic corpus aiming to compare the paradigmatic group of formations with the negative prefix in- and its allomorphs il-, ir-, im-, both in English and Albanian. The study analyses the linguistic, morphological and semantic features they share...
and those that make them different by comparing and illustrating. The study is based on a practical lexical
glossary in order to illustrate and observe prefixed words occurrences from English to Albanian. Results
were observed and conclusions were drawn based on principles of correspondence in terms of prefixed
words comparatively in both languages.

In the paper we have extracted a list of prefixed words with the negative prefix in- and its
allomorphs and their equivalence in Albanian basing on ‘The English-Albanian dictionary of derived
prefixed words’, (based on the English-Albanian Dictionary with 120,000 words of the author Pavli Qesku, Albanian lexicographer).

Based on a detailed analysis of a well-chosen linguistic corpus that is ‘The English-Albanian
dictionary of derived prefixed words’ resulted that the Albanian equivalence of English negative
allomorphs in-, im-, il-, ir- are grouped as following:

Prefix In- and its allomorphs are translated in the Albanian language:

a. By means of Albanian prefixes with privative meaning: a-, mos-, pa-, s-, x-, as in:
   irresponsive {ir'sponsiv} adj. Moskokëççarës. (Mos-)
   irresponsible {,ir'sponsbl} I adj. I papërgjegjshëm. (pa-) etc.

b. Prefixes with antonymic meaning: ç-, sh-, z-, xh-
   imbalance {imbæl∂ns} n. Zhbalancim (Zh-)
   inactivate {in'æktiveit}v. Çaktivizój. (Ç-)  
   insane {in'sein} I adj. I çmundur

c. Words with antonymic meaning are formed even by means of prefix: jo-z-, zh-.
   immaterialist {,im∂ti∂ri∂list} n. JoMaterialist (Jo-)

d. By means of the borrowed prefix + root from English.
   immorality {i'moræliti} n. imoralität;
   intolerant {in'tol∂r∂nt} adj. intollerant; i padurûeshêm;
   informal {in'fo:m∂l} adj. I informal ; Jozyrtár.

The same prefix is preserved even in Albanian, the borrowed prefix along with the borrowed word
is used and assimilated according to the Albanian morphological and spelling rules, as in:

Informal (informal)
Intolerant (intolerant)
Ilegjitim (illegitimate)
Ineficient (inefficient)
Imoral (immoral)

However, it should be also emphasized the fact that apart from the borrowed prefix, the Albanian
language provides its own authentic prefixes which can easily substitute the loanword in English as clearly
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shown in the list of words above. Thus, for the words above, borrowed along with the negative prefix in- from the English language, there are other Albanian prefix of native origin which can easily substitute the borrowed ones as in:

- Informal (informal) -------- jo zyrtar
- Intolerant (intolerant), ----- jo tolerant, i papajtueshm
- Ilegjitim (illegitimate), ------ i paligjshem
- Ineficient (inefficient), --------- i pa afte, i pa zoti
- Imoral (immoral), ----------------- i pa ndershem

3 CONCLUSIONS

This paper aims to study the processes of prefixation, as a very important derivation sub-type used in the English language system by providing an overview of the English prefixes, their most important features and classifications. This study has in its focus the English Allomorphs il, ir, im, in and their Albanian equivalence as part of crucial prefixation issues in the Albanian and English language by comparing and contrasting in both languages.

The term ‘allomorph’ was defined as the combining form allo- from Greek allos ‘other’ is used in linguistic terminology and to denote elements of a group whose members together constitute a structural unit of the language (allophones, allomorphs). An allomorph is defined as a variant phonetic form of a morpheme, or, a unit of meaning that varies in sound and spelling without changing the meaning. Different phonetic representations of the same morpheme are known as allomorphs of that morpheme.

The study also treats the phonological assimilation process of negative prefix In- with its allomorphs im-, il-, ir- as well as their equivalence in Albanian. Characteristic features are treated by studying them comparatively in both languages.

In conclusion, both languages do have the potential to create new words by means of the prefixation process, by which a wide range of new words are formed in English and Albanian languages. We should also mention here the great contribution of English language as a global language in the enrichment of the Albanian language through borrowings, including prefixes. There are various foreign prefixes incorporated into the Albanian language, which has increased the number of Albanian words in different aspects of life. In terms of negative prefix in- and its allomorphs im-, Il-, ir-, it should be also emphasized the fact that apart from the borrowed prefix, the Albanian language provides its own authentic prefixes which can easily substitute the loanword in English as clearly shown in the list of words above.
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